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ERP Business Continuity  
and Integration with Retail 

IT STAFFING SOLUTIONS 

Business continuity is always one of a business owner’s top priorities for their 
company.  It doesn’t matter if you are a Fortune 500 brand or part of the SMB 
world. We often have no control over certain situations but given enough time 
and information we can prevent any loss of business by making the right stra-
tegic moves in a timely fashion. 

There are enough issues that need to be addressed in the fashion industry on a 
regular basis.  Did the fabric get delivered to the factory in time?  Why can’t 
the goods get out of customs?  Why can’t my 3PL find the last 3 pallets of my 
top selling jacket?  When will the shippers strike be over?  The list of potential 
issues goes on and on.  Just remember your ERP is there to help you find the 
information you need and help the flow of your business processes but too 
often issues outside of the system are those that can cause the biggest prob-
lems.   

Having the right business partners is often one of the most integral parts of 
business continuity. When systems fail you need to be sure that your partners 
will be there and get you back up and running quickly.  More importantly you 
need to be able to depend on these partners on a consistent basis.  When 
there is inconsistency with your partners business there will most definitely be 
a trickledown effect that can hurt your company. Bottom line if you use part-
ners to supply you with critical business applications such as ERP you need to 
know that they will be around for the long term. 

Change is inevitable at every company. People come and go as their careers 
and personal lives sometimes dictate where they need to be. When a company 
changes who they are, it is imperative that you are able to look through the 
maze of their public relations push and find out what was the key driver for 
the change. 

 

 Has their business focus shifted?   

 Does their shift in business benefit your company? 

 Have they been losing key customers?  

 Are there layoffs going on at the company? 

 Is this the first time they have changed their business focus and or direction? 

 Were you made aware of the changes prior to them being announced?   

 Are they changing who they are so it is hard to determine who they were?   

 

These are just some of the key questions you should be asking and the answers will help you determine if your business is 
at risk in the current situation.  

Did rebranding save Radio Shack? 
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Recently many people came to their jobs at Sam’s Club and found out that their stores were 
closing.  Many of these stores are now being turned in to ecommerce distribution centers. So 
in reality things can change at the drop of a dime and you need to be business ready all sys-
tems go with technology and partners that you can depend on.   

The colossal shift in retail is affecting everyone in the industry.  With approximately 7000 
store closings in 2017 and 2018 looking to be a repeat or even more closings, the tides have 
truly shifted in how retail consumers are purchasing their products.  At the same time the 
economy is booming and new tax cuts will further help consumers with purchasing power. 
According to Kiplinger’s “Holiday sales surged 5.9% in 2017, the best season since 2005.  
Both instore and out-of-store sales benefited from the consumer spending splurge, E-
commerce and catalog sales picked up 13.6%, their best increase since 2014.  In-store holi-
day sales also did well, rising 4.2%, their best upsurge since 2014.  2018 should be a good 
year for retail.  Sales, excluding gasoline, will grow 4.7% - better than 2017’s 4.2%.” 

The move to online purchasing is a continual process with Amazon leading the way as the 
online retail juggernaut.  While Amazon’s market share of online sales was nearly 44% it ac-
counted for only 4% of total retail sales.  Yes this is an impressive number but obviously there 
are plenty of other retailors doing business as well.   

While wholesale fashion companies may be losing the traditional retail outlets we are seeing 
more and more of them taking advantage of online platforms. A B2B platform is a must for 
any wholesaler.  Are you integrated with NuOrder, Joor or Handshake?  Are these platforms 
integrated and or communicating with your ERP?  Does your ERP have a B2B module as part 
of the platform?  If not you are missing the boat.  Ideally you want to have a seamless integra-
tion between all touch points working from one ERP database. 

 



Now with the massive retail closings going on we have found so many traditional wholesalers doing a large amount of business 
through online fashion only websites that are experiencing huge growth.  Sites like Revolve have seen consistent sales growth 
over the last couple of years.  They are quickly approaching a billion in revenue by focusing in on the fashion forward millennial. 
Their approach is different than most online retailors as they are very hands on with the fashion selection and presentation on 
their website.  Whereas other online sites like Gilt City, Lyst, Farfetch and Shopstyle to just name a few, are really more online 
aggregators of fashion.  They are all wonderful but they bring new issues to apparel brand/manufacturers.  The biggest issue 
being the need to ship direct to the consumer from your warehouse yet  have it appear as if it came from these online sites.  

Let’s not forget about Amazon here. At this point they own the bulk of retail on the web and you need to be sure that you are 
integrated with them as well. Amazon may keep some inventory for shipping but they are more likely to be similar to the online 
aggregator.  When shipments go out for them as with the other sites all shipments need to appear as if they are coming directly 
from them.  

This problem of direct to consumer shipments is not unique to these online sites.  The big box retailers such as Macy’s, Bloom-
ingdales and Nordstrom’s have the same scenario.  When a consumer is buying an item from their site the order is then sent to 
you for shipping.  The beauty for the retailer is that they never need to keep inventory on hand yet the challenge for the whole-
saler is the need to keep their inventory up to date and then do the shipping as if it came from the retailor.  All of this should be 
handled through your ERP. 
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Now let’s think about your company’s inside and outside sales 
team.  They need to be able to quickly look up inventory and then 
place orders against what you have on hand or in process.  Again, 
this all needs to be factored into the equation of balancing your 
inventory against orders coming from numerous locations 
throughout the day.   

Then last but not least is the brands own online store.  Overtime it 
has become the standard for wholesalers to also have their own 
online presence selling direct to consumer.  The challenge of keep-
ing the pricing stable and not competing with themselves on other 
retail sites has been addressed somewhat so the online shops are 
no longer threatened by the brands selling their own products. 

To make everything flow seamlessly for the consumer it is impera-
tive that you are working with an ERP system that has an interface 
to or integration with companies like Shopify or Magento.  As a 
consumer I want to receive all relevant information on my pur-
chase instantly or within minutes of checkout.  At the same time 
the wholesaler needs to be able to have the flow of information 
between all systems seamlessly updating inventory. Then feeding 

the information in almost real time back to your retail partners systems to keep all information current regarding availability of 
goods. This is actually one of the biggest challenges facing wholesalers/manufacturers today. 

At the end of the day you must be sure that all of your touchpoints with inventory communicate seamlessly with your ERP sys-
tem.  This will insure that your inventory information is consistently updated to enable you to fulfill your orders quickly and 
much more efficiently.  The last thing you want is to not be able to fulfill a large order for one of the top retailors because you 
did not have the information available to you in a timely fashion. 

Business success in the fashion industry is dependent on so many things. The most important driver will initially be your com-
pany’s line for the season.  We all know that this can make or break your company. But next will be your ability to execute on 
the line and deliver your goods in a timely fashion.  This is where having the right partners and ERP System will help you to 
reach your goals and keep the revenue moving in the right direction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

About GCS A2000 Software 

A2000 is one of the preferred choices when it comes to ERP in the Fashion Industry.  GCS has been in business for 

over 30 years and A2000 software is now in release 20 serving more than 350 customers including Oscar de la 

Renta, Weatherproof, Vera Wang, Robert Graham and many more. Built on Oracle, A2000 is consistently one of the 

most reliable products available in the market to keep your business up and running.  For more information please 

visit us at www.a2000software.com  or call 212-629-8800. 
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